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LAKE SAMMAMISH RESIDENTS SPEAK OUT
At WSSA’s request, dozens of shoreline property owners wrote to Bellevue’s City Council recently. Residents reported
their experience with high lake water levels. King County is responsible for maintenance of the lake’s outflow channel to
the Sammamish River. (Note: County staff will be briefing the City Council on this topic on Monday, June 25th at 6PM).
Here are several of the comments submitted to the City –
… I have lived on the lake for 17 years and in that time the
lake level in Winter has gone up considerably. It has already
led to the destruction of my dock due to high water during
storms and is eroding my bank each year. My 9 year old
daughter and I recently canoed north to the start of the
slough and I couldn't believe how shallow and clogged it
was. After looking at it she asked me how the lake water
could leave the lake with all that stuff blocking it? She very
astutely compared it to leaving a wash cloth in the bathtub
after taking a bath and expecting the water to drain right
out. It won’t. And all the "gunk" would get stuck there and stop all the water from leaving. Even a 9 year old can grasp
the concept after seeing it.

… I fear that relaxing the effort now will bring the return
of harmful water levels next winter, and make recovery even
more difficult and expensive. …Failure to do this work could
result in substantial monetary damage to many of your
constituents, environmental damage to parts of your city, and
possibly ill-advised hasty regulations that may or may not
become part of the solution.

You can review these and other comments on WSSA’s website at Resident Comments. Our thanks to all who provided
comments to the City. WSSA’s recommended list of actions for returning “The Slough” to needed flow capacity can be
found at Needed Weir Improvements or review Board member Martin Nizlek’s recent editorial on this topic.

SHORELINE RESTORATION
The Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), working its way through the City Planning Commission, will have both a
regulatory portion and a non-regulatory portion. Think of the first as the laws that will apply to residents. Think of the
second, the non-regulatory part, as those programs and projects that might be performed by others, such as the City.

(Example of Shoreline Restoration on a Residential Parcel)
Since the last issue of ShoreScore, WSSA has provided input to City planning staff on items for inclusion in the
Restoration Program portion of the SMP. Here are several recommendations –
Lake WA –
City Recommendation for Lk WA Parks
Restore large sections of shoreline (in most shoreline
parks) by removing riprap, restabilizing shoreline using
bioengineered solutions (soft shoreline treatment), and
planting native vegetation.
Meydenbauer Bay Park – replace 800 ft. of armored
shoreline with bio-engineered design, reduce over-water
coverage by 35%, revegetate 4,000 sq ft.

WSSA Request
All armoring actions along lake shore must be engineered
to assure stability and protection for existing conditions,
such as wave action. Access for the public to enjoy the
shoreline proper should be provided both physically and
visually.
All restoration of Meydenbauer Bay Park/Marina shall be
subject to the Council adopted Master Plan and
Implementation Principles.

Phantom Lake –
City Recommendation for Phantom Lake
Phantom Lake Inlet – restore to natural conditions
including Large Wood Debris, removal of shoreline
armoring, and replanting native vegetation.
Acquire lakefront property as it becomes available and set
up a conservation easement along the shoreline.

WSSA Request
Remove this project. It is incompatible with resolving
documented water balance and pollution problems. This
channel is man-made and not subject to restoration.
Remove this project. Such a nebulous, unfunded program
will lead to depressed land values and may subject the City
to unnecessary lawsuits.

Lake Sammamish –
City Recommendation for Lake Sammamish
Work with landowners with creek outfalls, whether piped
or not, to enhance juvenile salmon rearing habitat.

Restore Vasa Park’s shoreline to native conditions

WSSA Request
Restrict effort to only those locations where it can be
documented that endangered salmon have habituated
AND list these locations explicitly for property owner
awareness.
Remove this project. Vasa Park is privately owned.

You can review the entire document with WSSA’s recommended changes and edits at WSSA Restoration Plan.

PHANTOM LAKE “WeirGate”
Phantom Lake is unique within the SMP. It is the only lake under consideration wholly within City limits. It also is not
home to endangered salmon. These conditions do not simplify how it should be managed, whether within the SMP or
with respect to storm water management. A long history of studies and “management” actions and inactions precedes
the current efforts to plan for its future. Fortunately, members of PLHO’s Board have taken the time to understand and
document this history.

At its June 13th meeting, the Planning Commission
was provided both a slide show and an extensive
report by PLHO president, Brian Parks.

The key recommendations included for the Commission –





Improved Operation & Maintenance of the Weir and Outlet Channel (by the City)
Management of the Lake Water Level to Maintain a Limit of 260.7 ft (NAVD)
NO! To Creation of a Lake Maintenance District (LMD) (as it would be unjust, placing the burden solely
on PL residents)
YES! To Regulating PL Under the SMP and Not the Critical Areas Ordinance

The complete report submitted to the City by Brian Parks can be found at Phantom’s WeirGate.
SMP PROGRESS REPORT
A revised SMP is being prepared. City planning staff was directed by the Commission to incorporate a variety of changes
to the draft reviewed by the public a year ago. WSSA has been advised that the revisions will be presented to the
Commission later this month. At that time, the commissioners will need to decide how closely it reflects their intentions
and how much time they will spend reviewing it. Most likely another public hearing will be held, and then the
Commission’s final recommendations will be sent to the City Council. WSSA anticipates this will not occur until early fall.
As at last year’s public hearing, your input will be needed again!
YOUR SUPPORT
Thanks to those who responded to our recent request for support.
Contributions can be sent to: WSSA, P.O. Box 6773, Bellevue 98008

